NEWS
from the Primary Phase
Friday 23rd October 2020
Dear Parents and Carers
Thank you for your patience and understanding this half term as we have negotiated the challenges involved
in the full re-opening of the Primary Phase. I appreciate that many of you have been accommodating a
particularly early start to the school day in order to facilitate our staggered drop-off times, amongst other
logistical changes. I am immensely proud of how well the children have adapted to their new daily routines,
and of the work ethic they have demonstrated this half term – especially as their teachers have been busy
making up for lost curriculum time!
As usual this September, we welcomed a further 60
reception children and their families into our school
community. This was a particularly special moment as
St. Peter’s is now a complete all-through school for the
first time – with every year group from Reception all
the way up to Year 13. Our Year 6 children now occupy
the end classrooms on our first floor. They are enjoying
their brand new desks which have proved particularly
useful under our current measures to reduce the
sharing of equipment!
Usually, we would have gathered together for our Harvest Festival celebration assemblies today. Although
this is not possible in the current climate, Mrs Byles and Mich Herrick have worked incredibly hard to create
a virtual version for you all to enjoy. Click on the links below to access these – they really are wonderful and
will hopefully bring a huge smile to your face.
Virtual Harvest Festival Celebration Video Link
https://youtu.be/pqGY46OVzKM
https://youtu.be/Bgm9PA9mKTw

Featuring Classes…
RKH, 1AS, 2LM, 3B, 4TM, 5RA, 6JR
RSR, 1JD, 2KP, 3BF, 4BD, 5AM, 6ER

It is our annual tradition to collect donations for our local foodbanks as part of our Harvest Festival
celebration too. We are keen to ensure that we continue to support this vital charity work in our local area,
despite the challenges presented by the pandemic, and so we have set up an option on your ParentPay
accounts to make a monetary donation to our local foodbanks instead this year. I know that they have been
bowled over by the generosity of our school community in the past and would welcome anything that we
are able to contribute financially to make up for the difficulties of making physical donations at the moment.
In exciting news, we now have an official school Facebook page – ‘St Peter’s Catholic
Comprehensive School.’ Please do find, like and share this page so that we can reach as
many people as possible in our community with our posts and updates.
This year, our Open Evening for prospective parents also had to go virtual! We have created a wonderful
video entitled ‘A day in the life of a Reception Child,’ which is well-worth a watch, and some of our current
Year 5 and 6 pupils were brave enough to be filmed talking about their ‘Pupil Experience’ at the Primary
Phase. Jasper, Zoey, Harley and Jissa also returned to school last night to participate in our live Zoom Q and
A session. The feedback we have received regarding our videos and live event has been very positive and, as

always, it is the children who have impressed our ‘visitors’ the most, so a very big thank you to everyone
involved. The videos can be accessed via the school website or via our official Facebook page.
In the letters sent out last week from your class teachers, details were shared regarding when and how they
will endeavour to recreate our usual ‘Parent Workshops’ by virtual means. In some respects, I feel that this
may be an improvement to our previous provision, as you will be able to watch the presentations at a time
convenient to you and then revisit them whenever needed throughout the year. Most teachers have planned
to produce these prior to our Parent Evenings so that you have a chance to ask any follow up questions and
can then focus your parent-teacher consultation on your child’s specific achievements and next steps, rather
than on the general methods taught.
Parent Evenings will be taking place in November as usual. These will be conducted online this year. More
information will follow on Wednesday 4th November regarding how to book and attend your appointment.
Our consultations will be held during the w/c Monday 16th November (see Diary Dates below for more
information).
Having the children come to school wearing their kit on the day that they have PE is working really well. To
ensure that we still look smart and ‘uniform,’ can I remind everyone that the children should be wearing
their regulation PE kit on these days – that is a plain white t-shirt and plain navy blue shorts or jogging
bottoms with a plain navy blue sweatshirt.
Finally, just a reminder regarding the information that I circulated to you earlier today. Mr Doyle has
recorded a ‘Parent Update’ for Primary Phase parents and carers. This can be viewed by clicking on the
following link: https://youtu.be/EWt0N6jHSXI. We are also seeking your feedback regarding the full reopening of St. Peter’s School this half term. Please complete the online survey if you can – it is very easy to
do and comprises of just four questions in total. We welcome and value your views and feelings. The survey
can be accessed via the following link: https://tinyurl.com/oct2020feedback
I wish you all a very happy and healthy half-term holiday.
Best wishes,

Liz Wogan
EWN@st-peters.bournemouth.sch.uk
Upcoming Diary Dates
Monday 26th - Friday 30th October

HALF TERM

Monday 2nd November

STAFF INSET DAY - School closed for children

Tuesday 3rd November

STAFF INSET DAY - School closed for children

Monday 9th November

Flu Immunisations - Whole School

Tuesday 10th November

Forest School Commences for 1AS and 2LM - Group 1

Monday 16th November

Virtual Parent Evenings 3.30pm-6.30pm

Wednesday 18th November

Virtual Parent Evenings 3.30pm-6.30pm

Thursday 19th November

Virtual Parent Evenings 5pm-7pm

Friday 18th December

School Ends for Christmas Break

Reception News
Reception have had a wonderful start to the year. We have been getting to know our
new friends in the class and building on these relationships. Our topic has been all about
ourselves. We have talked about how we are the same and how we are different and
celebrated the joy in our uniqueness. We have had lots of discussions about our families
too and thank parents for uploading pictures to Tapestry for us. Lots of our talk about
our families was done on our communication phones which the children adored! Jacob
is revealing all in his picture.
We have begun to build upon our knowledge and love of God and have looked at all that God has created in
the world. We have loved to see the joy and grace with which the children are taking on their class worship
at such a young age. Well done Reception!
We have also begun to read! Yay! Every child has embraced our phonics with enthusiasm. We have begun
to recognise our letter sounds and have even started to blend words. In guided reading we have been looking
at how to take care with books and read from left to right. We have seen such progress already.
In maths, we have been looking at lots of mathematical
language that will set us up for understanding mathematical
concepts. We have been playing with capacity, length and
height and talking about more/less and the same.
We love being outside and exploring nature. We have had lots
of opportunities for this in these autumn months and have even
increased our fine motor control by extracting seeds from
pumpkins with tweezers!
All of the children have worked incredibly hard this half term and we wish you all a very restful break,
The Reception Team
Year 1 News
In Year 1 we have had a super productive and busy half term! In RE
lessons we have been praising God for making our world and
everything in it. We learnt that God has made so much for us and we
have lots of things to thank Him for. We went on a hunt around the
school collecting things that God has made for us and we found
various things like; leaves, grass, flowers, bugs and sticks.
In Topic we have been on various superhero adventures learning all about Traction Man by author Mini Grey.
We had so much fun designing our evil vegetables and describing them to our friends. We practised writing
sentences about Traction Man, focussing on adjectives and punctuation. We worked really hard in our
writing this half term, remembering to use the sounds we have learnt in our Phonics sessions.
In Maths we have been exploring concepts of addition, place value, teen numbers and
greater than/less than. We have used various manipulatives to help us like; cubes,
counters, ten frames, dienes, penguins and number lines. We found it really surprising
that addition sentences can vary and tried our best at writing the ‘equals to’ sign at the
beginning of a number sentence.
After the half term, we are putting our scientific hats on and carrying out various
experiments based on Traction Man to finish our Superhero topic before we start our
new topic of Africa.
Thank you for all your continued support this half term, in particular helping your child with their reading at
home. We hope you have an enjoyable and restful half term. Best wishes, The Year 1 Team 

Year 2 News
Year 2 have had a fantastic first half term! We have been so proud of how hard they are all working and how
engaged they have been in our first topic ‘All At Sea’. In Literacy we have been learning about the tragic
events of the SS Forfarshire disaster and Grace Darling’s brave rescue of the survivors. The children have
been able to write a recount of the events as well as take on the role of Grace Darling and write a diary entry.
The children have also engaged in a fiction text ‘The Secret of Black Rock’ by Joe Todd-Stanton and have
absolutely loved listening to Erin’s adventures. We were so impressed with how well they did in their first
independent write in Year 2 when recounting the adventures of Erin Pike.
In Science the children have designed, built and tested their own lifeboats! Thank you for your generous
donations of the resources the children needed. We ended our topic this week with a virtual visit from the
RNLI, who spoke to us about the roles and responsibilities of sea rescuers today. The children have also
created their own lighthouses to remember the importance of them out at sea.

In RE the children have been thinking about Creation and have listened to the stories of Noah and Jonah.
From this learning we have recognised different ways of how to look after God’s creation. One of the
children’s ideas was to do a litter pick and the children did this on our school field.

Thank you for a brilliant first half term year 2. We are looking forward to learning new and exciting things
together throughout the year.
Miss Pepper and Miss Morris

Year 3 News
We have had a fantastic start to Year 3 learning all about bones and wolves! In literacy, we have been reading
our Power of Reading book ‘Wolves’. Inspired by the alternative ending, we rewrote our own alternative
ending to The Three Little Pigs. We then used the computers to research more interesting facts and wrote
our own Non-Chronological reports on wolves, using subheadings to organise our facts into paragraphs.
In science, we learnt all about the different bones and what they do for our bodies.
We even conducted an experiment, predicting what happens to our bones as we
get older investigating measurements of different children’s bones around the
school to find out if our predictions were correct. We then learnt out about the
nutrition our bodies need to stay healthy and compared it to what wolves eat and
need. Using this knowledge, we designed a tasty takeaway menu for wolves full of
all the things they like to eat!
We have been working on adding and subtracting 3 digit numbers during
our maths lessons. We have used several different methods to help us,
including the formal column method. In RE, we have been looking at
baptism and how we are called by God to look after his creation. We looked
at the different parts of the Baptism ceremony and acted it out as a class.
Thank you so much for your continued support.
The Year 3 Team
Year 4 News
Year 4 have had a very busy term, exploring Aboriginal Myths,
alongside the topic of Australia. The children worked extremely
hard at planning their own myths, then writing them and editing
them, and then compiling them all into a class book. We were
inspired, by Aboriginal art, and Aliyah’s Grandad’s art work, to
create our own Aboriginal styled paintings and these make a
colourful display within our classrooms. More recently, the
children have been introduced to the story ‘Fox’, by Margaret
Wild, and have really become good at using a thesaurus to explore
alternative language choices, using these to create their own
version of selected events from the story.
As a school, we have been discussing what it means to be in the learning pit, and in class
the children thoroughly enjoyed drawing their own versions of the learning pit. We have
been encouraging them to identify when they are in this pit, and collaboratively trying
to help each other out of it and back into it! We are loving the ‘Eureka!’ moments, and
seeing the delight on the children’s faces when they realise they have ‘found it’ and
succeeded.
As part of our pom pom reward system, some children chose to do a cooking session,
where they enjoyed making gooey rice crispy cakes for the class to enjoy together.
Times Tables are a key focus in Year 4, and we have been delighted to see so
much engagement with this. The children access ‘Times Table Rockstars’ daily
to continually try to improve their ‘Rockstar status’ in the studio by practise in
the garage. There is always a buzz in the computer suite after lunch, when the
children praise and encourage each other in this learning opportunity.
Best wishes for a wonderful half-term break, The Year 4 Team

Year 5 News
This half term, Year 5 have been busy learning all about the ‘Awesome Egyptians’ and their lasting legacy.
We started our topic by exploring the Ancient Egyptian creation story, focusing particularly on the
importance of the ancient god Ra, otherwise known as the ‘Shining One.’ This enabled us to compare Ancient
Egyptian polytheism to our own Catholic faith. Our class text, ‘Ancient Egypt: Tales of Gods and Pharaohs’,
provided us with a wealth of creative writing opportunities. Through this, we were able to plan and write a
range of narratives, paying particular attention to our use of technical and creative language.
The day to day ruling of Egypt was eventually passed to the mortal
pharaohs of which there were many. Arguably, the most famous
Egyptian pharaoh was the boy king, Tutankhamun, whose burial
place was discovered by Howard Carter and Lord Carnarvon in
1922. By engaging with a range of primary sources, including
archival footage of the excavation, Year 5 documented the
discovery in the form of a newspaper article. We especially
enjoyed interviewing each other and writing in role as Howard
Carter in order to collect eye-witness statements for our report.
The discovery of Tutankhamun’s tomb was made evermore
significant due to the thousands of well-preserved treasures found
inside. One of the most impressive features of Tutankhamun’s
tomb was his ornate sarcophagus and golden death mask.
Demonstrating their artistic talents, Year 5 worked meticulously to
replicate the mask of Tutankhamun, which they thoroughly
enjoyed wearing and showing off in class.
This half term, Year 5 have been busily collecting silver cards as part of our class
reward system. Both classes have had a fantastic start to Year 5 and therefore all
got to participate in our ‘Silver Stars Day’ at the end of this half term. We started
the day by designing our own Egyptian cartouche – this involved writing our name
in hieroglyphics and carefully decorating with watercolours. Our creativity didn’t
stop there! Throughout the day, we enjoyed planning and constructing our own
Egyptian-based pneumatics system, using syringes and air pressure to illustrate a
mummy rising from its tomb. We were also fortunate enough to make use of our
fantastic forest school facilities by preparing and heating Sahlab, a traditional
Egyptian drink.
We have been immensely proud of
how well the children have settled
into Year 5 and look forward to the
new
and
exciting
learning
opportunities still to come.
Thank you for your continued
support,
The Year 5 Team.

Year 6 News
Throughout this half-term, all of Year 6’s work has
been based on our current topic ‘War Horse’. We have
now read over half of Michael Morpurgo’s novel and
totally understand why he is one of Britain’s best loved
storytellers! The book itself has provided us with many
learning opportunities, including: writing from an
animal’s perspective, dressing up as evacuees,
converting between ‘old money’ and ‘new money’,
creating descriptions for a war scene and composing
war themed poetry.
This week, we have been designing and making
wooden frames for our war-themed silhouette
artwork. We began this by calculating the amount of
wood required and the costs involved for all sixty Year
Six pupils to make their frames. This then led us to
writing a set of instructions on how they could be
assembled. Year 6’s craftsmanship was very
impressive and we now have sixty frames ready to sell,
in order to raise money for November’s Poppy Appeal.
I’m sure they will be snapped up very quickly!
Finally, the Year 6 teaching team would like to thank
the children for all their hard work throughout this
half-term and also the parents for their continued
support. Have a lovely break!

Useful Information
Parent Workshop: Supporting Children with Anxiety
‘Educational Psychology for Everyone’ is running a series of online workshops for parents on how to support
children with anxiety. To access further details or to book a place at the next event, which is taking place on
Wednesday 28th October 7-9pm, please use the following link: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/supportingchildren-with-anxiety-an-online-course-for-parents-carers-tickets-126150560723?aff=ebdssbeac
A message from Dorset Fire and Rescue Service
Dorset & Wiltshire Fire and Rescue Service is reminding everyone about the dangers of fireworks to help
keep people safe this bonfire and fireworks season. With many organised events cancelled, emergency
services are preparing for a busier night than usual as people celebrate in their own gardens. We are asking
everyone to show RESPECT this Bonfire Night.
Respect the Firework
Whilst most people enjoy fireworks responsibly, in the wrong hands they can cause real misery. Remember
that fireworks are explosives, and as such should be treated with respect and only used in accordance with
the manufacturer’s instructions and the Firework Code.




Plan your firework display to make it safe and enjoyable, and ensure it finishes before 11pm
Only buy fireworks which carry the CE mark, keep them in a closed box and use them one at a time
Read and follow the instructions on each firework using a torch if necessary









Light the firework at arm's length with a taper and stand well back
Keep naked flames, including cigarettes, away from fireworks
Never return to a firework once it has been lit
Don't put fireworks in pockets and never throw them
Direct any rocket fireworks well away from spectators
Never use paraffin or petrol on a bonfire
Make sure that the fire is out and surroundings are made safe before leaving.

Respect the Emergency Services
We are currently amidst a global pandemic and we are asking people not to take risks, putting additional
pressures on our emergency services. Injuries can be prevented by following the Firework code. If you
suffer a burn, ensure you:




Cool the burn under cold running water for at least ten minutes.
After the burn has been cooled, cover it with cling film or a clean plastic bag.
Call 999 if necessary. Always seek medical advice for a baby or child that has been burned.

Respect your neighbours
Fireworks can frighten people and animals. The elderly and children are frequently scared and intimidated
by firework noise. After all, fireworks are explosives. Tell your neighbours if you’re a planning on letting off
fireworks and avoid purchasing really noisy ones. Please be considerate when having a firework party and
make sure the noise is over by 11pm.
You must not set off fireworks between 11pm and 7am, except for:
 Bonfire Night, when the cut off is midnight
 New Year’s Eve, Diwali and Chinese New Year, when the cut off is 1am
Thank you for your assistance, we appreciate your help in encouraging everyone to show respect and stay
safe this Halloween and Bonfire season.
Tess Cross
Education Coordinator South
Dorset & Wiltshire Fire and Rescue Service
Online Safety
With social distancing measures still in place, it is understandable that our children are spending more time
online. While the internet is a great way for children to stay in touch with their friends and keep busy, it can
also bring risks. Now, more than ever, it’s important to talk to your child about staying safe online. I would
really encourage you all to have an open and honest dialogue with your child to understand which apps and
sites they are using. There is some great advice about how to approach this on the NSPCC’s website:
https://www.nspcc.org.uk/keeping-children-safe/online-safety/talking-child-online-safety/
O2 and the NSPCC are working together to ‘keep kids safe online’ through their website ‘NetAware.’ They
have created an interactive guide for parents which enables you to find out about the latest apps, games
and social media sites. You simply type into the search function the name of the platform that you would
like to find out more about. This can be found at: https://www.net-aware.org.uk/
A number of the apps and sites that seem to be popular amongst many of our children currently (including
TikTok) are rated officially as being suitable for young people of 13+. Please think carefully about the apps
and platforms that you are allowing your children to use and how you are ensuring your child’s safety when
they are online.

